Best Practices and Tools for
LIGHTNING 5G Edge Performance
and BULLETPROOF Security

You are invited to a 5G Edge virtual roadshow to
help you and your customers get LIGHTNING-FAST
performance and BULLETPROOF security to enable you
to work from anywhere.

With Covid, almost everyone is working or learning from home
—at least trying. Dad discusses confidential acquisition on an
insecure video conference, Dr. Mom is diagnosing a patient
with remote telemedicine (HIPAA compliant?), and 16-year-old
Janet is taking a high school math test…until it happens… again.

WHY?

Mom can’t download her patient’s MRI data, Janet’s screen
goes black, and Dad notices an un-invited user on his video call
which disrupts the entire meeting. Covid strikes again!
But it doesn’t have to be this way.
A virtual roadshow event to speed up access, lock up security—
and ensure everyone is happy (even Mom) —using the latest 5G
Edge systems.

WHAT?

It is presented by the best speakers we could find from Dell,
VMWare, AlefEdge, Intel, and Apple — and they will explain
how to leverage 5G Edge--to get everyone connected FAST
and SECURE.
If you are seeing this—you can benefit. It is for groups of all
sizes that need 5G Edge.

WHO?

The partner event is January XX, Day at 11 am, with a repeat
on January XX, Day at 1 pm.

WHEN?

THE AGENDA
GET
How to outfit your Enterprise for 5G Edge,
identifying key requirements, what to look for and
customize the hardware — get over 900 megabits
per second download speed (20x faster than 4G).

BUILD
How to build an end-to-end 5G Edge virtualized
platform while being 2x more efficient, reduce VNF
costs by 50% and reduce deployment time by 40%.

5G
EDGE

PROGRAM
How to create your own private and secure 5G
Edge network at your home with 62% higher data
throughput, 48% increase in network efficiency
and 100% zero trust security.

OPTIMIZE
How to work securely, achieve high performance,
optimize your network when home or on the move,
and get sub 1ms latency with 99.999% reliability.

Secure
Performance

CONNECT TO
Leverage Apple’s iPhone 12 connect via 5G--get
50% faster computing, with an 80% faster engine
and 70% faster accelerators.

You will learn to leverage 5G Edge now — to solve the security and performance issues
that plague all of us when working remotely… if we connect the pieces.

ABOUT YOUR PRESENTERS

Jane Doe

Tarah Doe

Jack Doe

Joe Hammer

Ann Doe

SIGN ME UP
CLICK HERE
TO BOOK YOUR VIRTUAL SEAT

BONUSES – EVERYONE WINS!
Each attendee will get the virtual roadshow specials for any of the systems that
caught their attention.

Attendees recieve 75% off 1st year,
most popular plan for up to 20 people.

PLUS, VIRTUAL RAFFLE. SOME WIN BIG!
Attend the event and your name is automatically entered into the raffle for
any of these six exciting prizes

APPLE
TV

AMAZON
SHOW. 10”

LOGITECH
STREAMCAM

IWATCH
NEW SERIES 6

AIR PODS
W/ CASE

DRONE
W/CAMERA

